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TUNI 150 (Spring 2018) 
Engaging the Forerunners: From Honors Education to Professional Life 

 
Course Time:    Wednesdays, 4:15 – 5:35 p.m., January 24 – March 14 
Room:          BBB007 
Instructor:          Hui-Ching Chang, hchang3@albany.edu, 518-442-3994 
 Rachel Kengle, Teaching Assistant, rkengle@albany.edu. Office Hours: Tu 12-2. 
Office Hours:   Please email Renee (rcopperwheat@albany.edu) to make an appointment 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
This one-credit course draws on the Honors College alumni network and friends, whose experience and 
expertise provide current Honors students rich ground for learning and inspiration. Each class session will 
feature one or two guest speakers to introduce students to a range of careers/fields that Honors graduates 
have pursued. Using readings and guests’ resumes, and other tools, including speaker’s 
presentations/autobiographies in the field, and Q&A, students will learn how the honors curriculum 
prepares them for future endeavors, as well as the large array of professional paths available after 
graduation. In addition, through hosting speaker sessions, students will learn to practice and fine-tune 
behaviors linked to success in internship, graduate school, and career. 
 

COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 

• Appreciate the connection between post-graduate success and academic opportunities and behaviors in 
college  

• Network with Honors alumni and friends 
• Acquire the tools to thoroughly investigate different post-graduate paths 
• Develop self-presentation skills that will assist one in professional settings 
 

COURSE OVERVIEW 
 
Class Meetings: Each class will meet for 80 minutes. The first 10-15 minutes will be used for 
housekeeping, idea sharing among the students, and preparation for the upcoming speaker. Our guest will 
arrive at 4:30, and a student cohost will introduce the speaker, followed by the formal 
presentation/conversation—the speaker will speak for about 45-50 minutes, have 15 minutes for Q&A, and 
any remaining time for informal conversation. In a few instances where there are two speakers, each will talk 
about 20-30 minutes and leave about 10 minutes for discussion. Please note that we will have two speakers 
coming to "meet" us via Skype; all the rules will be observed for these events as well.  
 
Dinner after Class: After the class is completed, most guests will have dinner with the student host(s) and 
other interested students at State Quad dining hall. If a student is not on a meal plan, the Honors College 
will pay for his/her meal, up to two meals for the semester.  
  

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
 
Readings:  
Speakers will share their biography/resume/CV, and also assign readings before their presentations. This 
better prepares students for the topic/profession the speaker will address. All readings will be posted on the 
Blackboard website, and students should read the assigned article before class.  
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Attendance/Class Participation: 
This class depends on active engagement in the classroom and online prior to the class. Attendance will be 
graded. A perfect score each week will be obtained if you arrive to class on time, give our guest presenters 
your engaged attention for the full length of their visit, and raise questions during discussion. During the class, 
computers and cell phones will not be allowed. There are also no make-up assignments for missed classroom time.  
 
Assignments 
Questions 
Before each class you will review the presenter’s biography/resume/CV, read the assigned reading, and 
submit on the Blackboard Question Assignment three questions that you would like to pose to the guest 
speaker for that week. Submissions are due the Monday before class by 12:00 p.m . You will not receive 
credit for late submissions.  
 
Journal 
After each class you will be required to submit a short reflection to your Blackboard Journal.  You can 
address the speaker’s career path and how it relates to your interests, comment on the reading, or provide 
your observations concerning the class. Each entry should be between 150 and 200 words. Submissions 
are due by Friday after the class by 5:00 p.m. 
 
Cohosting 
For one class session during the semester you will have a role as cohost for our guest presenter.  Working in 
teams of 2, students will share the following responsibilities:  

• Introducing our guest: This should be based on their biography/CV. 
• Facilitating the classroom Q&A: Before class, you should go through all questions submitted by 

your classmates, and prepare to help identify key issues to be discussed. During the session, be sure 
to encourage your classmates to raise questions and ensure that as many students ask questions as 
possible so there is a good participation among everyone; you can raise questions yourself when 
there is an awkward moment of silence, or when you think you can help your classmates more 
effectively articulate a question or a point. If the speaker goes on for too long, try to gently remind 
him/her to save time for Q&A.   

• Facilitating dinner engagement: After class is over, you and other students will have dinner with 
our guest at State Quad dining hall. This will be a great opportunity for you to hone your social skills 
and build connections. You can ask follow-up questions, or just get to know the speaker on a more 
personal level. 

• Writing the thank you note on behalf of the cohost team and for the class more broadly: 
Courtesy is part of professionality—keep in mind that our invited speakers spend their time and 
effort to come to share their experiences. Thank-you notes should be written and send right after 
the class is over, and definitely no later than Thursday by 5:00 p.m. Please cc me your thank-you 
note or you will not receive credit for this act.  

 
Reflection Paper 
Consider the visitors this semester; the assigned readings connected to their careers; the social skills you 
have developed in class by hosting speakers and leading discussions; and your alumni contact conversation. 
Based on these elements, identify a particular career that interests you. Describe the career; how you came to 
be interested in it and why; what you have learned about it as you have explored it more deeply; the 
current and long-term impact of the position; and what your next few steps should be to position yourself 
to head down that path. Even if the domains covered by the speakers do not relate specifically to your 
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chosen profession, describe and explore how insights and advice from the speakers may have impacted your 
plans for career development.    
 
The written reflection should be at least 3 pages and no longer than 5 pages, double spaced. Feel free to cite 
articles you have read for the class. Papers are due on Blackboard by Friday, March 9th at 5:00 p.m. 
 

 
GRADING 

 
All written work in the class will be graded.  You should strive to make all of the assignments flawless in 
presentation.  
 
Attendance/Participation: 100 points A  465-500 A- 450-465       
Questions: 100 points B+ 435-449 B 415-434  B- 400-414 
Journals: 100 points C+ 375-399 C 365-374 C- 350-364 
Cohost:   60 points D+ 335-349 D 315-334 D 300-314 
Dinner/Alumni Contact:   40 points     E Below 300  
Reflection Paper: 100 points   

 
 

ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
 

Academic Honesty 
Under no circumstances should you submit someone else’s work as your own. This includes, but is not limited 
to: copying text from another student on tests or papers, copying text from internet sites (e.g. Wikipedia, 
Sparknotes) or other sources without quotation marks and full citations, or submitting your own work from 
another course.  
 
Cheating on an exam or plagiarizing written work will result in course failure and referral of the case to a 
university committee. For more information, please see the undergraduate bulletin: 
http://www.albany.edu/undergraduate_bulletin/regulations.html. 

 
Reasonable Accommodations 
Reasonable accommodations will be provided for students with documented physical, sensory, systemic, 
cognitive, learning and psychiatric disabilities. If you believe you have a disability requiring accommodation in 
this class, please notify the Director of Disabled Student Services (BA219, 518-442‐5490). That office will 
provide the course instructor with verification of your disability, and will recommend appropriate 
accommodations (http://www.albany.edu/disability/current.shtml). If you wish to discuss academic 
accommodations for this course, for the above reasons or other cases including religious holidays, inform the 
instructor at the beginning of the term. Reasonable accommodations are generally established well in advance 
and are rarely granted retroactively. 
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COURSE OUTLINE 
 
Date Presenter(s) Topic/Position 
   
 01/24 Sam Chernikoff Secondary Education  

*Sam Chernikoff teaches 9th grade special education at Albany Leadership 
Charter High School for Girls. He has also worked as an intervention 
caseworker for teenagers who were assigned to Albany County's Probation 
Department. 
 

 01/31 Meghan Popcun 
 

University Administration  
*Meghan Popcun is Assistant Director of Orientation and Transition 
Programs, UAlbany. She graduated from UAlbany in 2013 with a Bachelor 
of Arts (BA) in Public Policy. 
 

 02/07 John Teevan III  Writing 
*John Teevan III is the author of “A Mysterious Evening in Vienna.” The 
collection of short stories focuses on adventure, love, and political intrigue. 
Amazon ranked “A Mysterious Evening in Vienna” second of best-selling new 
releases in its genre.  
 

 02/14 Nishtha Modi 
 

Medicine 
*Nishtha Modi is a third year medical student at West Virginia University. 
Nishtha successfully completed an Honors College thesis in the Biological 
Sciences department titled “Probing the T-box riboswitch: A novel, high-
throughput transcription reporter assay using a flurophore-binding aptamer” in 
2012. 
 

 02/21 Stuti Misra 
 

Computer Science 
*Stuti graduated from UAlbany in 2017 with a Bachelor of Science in 
Computer Science and Mathematics. Stuti currently works at Amazon as a 
Software Development Engineer.  
 

 02/28 
 

Martin Cahill 
 

Publishing/Writing 
*Martin Cahill is an expert on publishing, publicity and creative writing. 
Martin resides in the greater New York City area. He is the Associate Media 
Manager, SEO at Underscore Marketing. 
 

03/07 Ben Spear 
Last class – 
Reflections and 
Feedback 
 

Cybersecurity 
*Ben Spear is currently working as a Senior Intelligence Analyst with the Multi-State 
Information Sharing and Analysis Center (MS-ISAC), the Department of Homeland 
Security (DHS)-designated cybersecurity resource for state, local, tribal, and territorial 
(SLTT) governments. In his role, Ben is responsible for developing innovative new ways 
to identify and present current cyber threat trends to SLTT constituents and serves as a 
resource on industrial control system (ICS) security. 
 

03/14 No Class; Spring Break 
 

 

 


